Multiple Intelligences
M

I Lessons are too hard. Do you
really have time to design your
lessons to engage all the intelligences?
There is a solution! You can engage and
develop the range of intelligences and
deliver your content in developmentally
appropriate ways through MI
Structures! Come learn simple
structures you can use as part of any
lesson. You will reach more students,
and you will stretch all students’ many
ways to be smart! Create a classroom
that respects each student’s unique pattern of intelligences and level of
development. In this course, you will discover your own unique pattern of
intelligence, learn authentic MI assessment, and explore simple structures
to reach students the way they best learn. You will see your students through a new set of lenses, and engage them more fully than you thought possible. Come explore Kagan’s MI approach!

Available Formats

Participants Learn…

• 1 or 2-day workshop
• Week-long institute
• Week-long graduate course

Learn Structures for MI

Become an MI Expert

• Take home cutting-edge, practical Structures
for MI to promote success in your classroom
• Receive step-by-step instructions for each structure
• Make all your lessons come alive for all learners with
classroom-proven structures for MI
• Use powerful MI structures like Kinesthetic Symbols,
Team Chants, Visualize Share, Visual/Spatial
Mind Mapping, and many more

• Explore MI theory and practice in-depth
• Discover a new, energizing way to look
at yourself and your students
• Participate in fun activities to use with your students
• Experience hands-on activities
• Learn to ask not how smart your students are,
but rather how they’re smart
• Engage all learners with all intelligences

Create an MI Classroom

Plan & Assess for Success

•
•
•
•
•

• Save planning time with easy-to-use structures
• Create “unforgettable” MI lessons
• Use fun and easy activities to engage your students’
multiple intelligences and skyrocket learning
• Spice up your existing lessons with MI
• Avoid common MI testing pitfalls
• Create meaningful, authentic MI assessment

Learn how your students are smart in eight ways
Use MI to better reach and teach all your students
Recognize your own pattern of intelligences
Stretch your teaching to stretch students’ minds
Engage your students’ smarts through MI centers,
decorations, field trips, lessons, theme units, and the
world-famous Kagan Structures
• Make learning more fun for everyone

Supercharge Learning
• Make your curriculum accessible to all your
students with all patterns of intelligences
• Use MI lessons and activities to make your
content more engaging and exciting
• Boost learning by reaching students
through their natural strengths
• Release your students’ hidden potential
• Learn structures to help your students
become smarter in many ways
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Improve Your Classroom Climate
• Use MI to create a caring environment where
students are appreciated for their uniqueness
• Boost students’ self-esteem and learning
• Improve student relations with MI
• Prepare your students with diversity skills
• Give all your students the opportunity to
show how smart they really are
• Successfully manage your MI classroom

Bring Kagan to your School or District! 1 (800) 451-8495

“I have read a great
deal about Multiple
Intelligences, however,
this workshop
provided concrete,
versatile structures
that made my prior
knowledge practical
for classroom
application.”
Vicki L. Turner,
Principal/Educator,
Grades 5–8

